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Abstract

We propose a novel replication-based two-phase
scheduling algorithm designed to achieve DAG schedul-
ing with small makespans and high efficiency. In the
first phase, the schedule length of the application is
minimized using a novel approach that utilizespartial
schedules. In the second phase, the number of proces-
sors required is minimized by eliminating and merging
these partial schedules. Experimental results on random
DAGs show that the makespans generated by the pro-
posed algorithm are slightly better than those generated
by the well known CPFD algorithm whereas the number
of processors used is less than half of what is needed by
CPFD solutions.

1 Introduction

Low cost, high performance commodity computing
and network hardware turned the distributed memory
multiprocessor systems (DMMS) into viable alternatives
to the traditional supercomputers. In order to achieve
high performance with a DMMS, efficient task parti-
tioning of the application and scheduling of those tasks
onto parallel processors is of utmost importance. As-
suming that the application has already been partitioned
into tasks and the task dependencies are represented as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG), the goal of scheduling
is to minimize the execution time, also referred to as
schedule lengthor makespan, of the application by al-
locating tasks on DMMS such that the precedence con-
straints are preserved [2]. DAG scheduling problem is
shown to be an NP-complete problem in its general form
[7]. Optimal polynomial solutions exist only for limited
cases where either the cost or the shape of the DAG is
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restricted [6, 14]. In general, proposed heuristic algo-
rithms offer trade-offs between the quality and the com-
plexity of the solutions. Besides the schedule length,
various cost criteria such as the number of processors
used are also taken into account in many cases.

Task duplication is a relatively new approach for
DAG scheduling [1, 3, 6, 14, 15, 17]. This kind of
scheduling is also an NP-complete problem [13]. Per-
formance of the duplication based algorithms are supe-
rior to non-duplication based ones in terms of generat-
ing smaller schedule lengths. However, this is usually
achieved at the expense of higher time complexity and
larger number of processors.

In this work, we propose a novel two-phase
duplication-based scheduling algorithm, calledDUPS.
The first phase, calledminSL, aims to minimize the
schedule length by minimizing the earliest finish time of
each task on a new processor. The schedule on the pro-
cessor associated with a task is called thepartial sched-
ule of that task. In the second phase, calledminNP, the
required number of processors is minimized by eliminat-
ing and merging the partial schedules without increasing
the schedule length found in the first phase. A nice fea-
ture of minNP is that, with small modifications, it can
be applied to the output of the existing scheduling algo-
rithms to improve their efficiency. Performance evalua-
tion of DUPS is presented in comparison to the CPFD al-
gorithm which is shown to be a superior algorithm com-
pared to other related scheduling algorithms in terms of
producing the smallest schedule length with requiring a
moderate amount of processors [1, 4, 8].

2 Related Work

An excellent survey and taxonomy of task scheduling
algorithms and some benchmarking techniques are pre-
sented in [11, 12]. DAG scheduling algorithms can be
divided into two with respect to whether they allow task
duplication or not. Non-duplication based algorithms
aim to keep the number of processors required minimal



and to achieve low-complexity scheduling without al-
lowing any task duplication. In task duplication based
algorithms, on the other hand, some tasks are duplicated
on more than one processor to eliminate the interproces-
sor communication cost.

Two common approaches in non-duplication based
scheduling are list scheduling and cluster-based schedul-
ing. In list scheduling [16, 18], each task in a DAG is
first assigned a priority. Then the tasks are considered in
non-ascending order of priorities for scheduling on a set
of available processors. Despite the fact that the qual-
ity of their schedules is usually worse than that of other
algorithm classes, low complexity of the list-based algo-
rithms still make them attractive alternatives.

In cluster-based scheduling, processors are treated as
clusters and the completion time is minimized by mov-
ing tasks among clusters [10, 18]. At the end of clus-
tering, heavily communicating tasks are assigned to the
same processor, reducing the interprocessor communi-
cation. However, after clustering is completed, merging
the clusters to fit into a smaller number of processors
without degrading the schedule is usually the bottleneck
for this class of algorithms.

The proposed algorithm is a duplication-based static
scheduling algorithm and it differs from the previous al-
gorithms by addressing the minimization of the schedule
length and the number of processors used as separate
problems to be optimized in two distinct phases.

3 Preliminaries

A DAG G = (N , E) consists of a set of nodesN
representing the tasks and a set of directed edgesE rep-
resenting dependencies among tasks. The edge setE
contains edges(np, nj) ∈ E for each tasknp that nj

depends on. The tasknp , from which the directed edge
originates, is called theparent taskand the tasknj , to
which the directed edge points, is called thechild task.
A child task depends on its parent tasks such that the
execution of a child task cannot start before it receives
data from all of its parents. A task having no parents is
called anentry taskwhereas a task having no children is
called anexit task. A non-join taskand ajoin taskare
defined as tasks having a single and multiple parents, re-
spectively.

The weight wj of a nodenj represents the com-
putational weight associated with the respective task,
whereas the costcp,j of a directed edge(np, nj) rep-
resents the communication cost between tasksnp and
nj . In the DAG scheduling problem, if a task sched-
uled on one processor depends on a task scheduled on
another processor, an interprocessor communication is
required between those processors. However, if both of
the tasks are assigned to same processor, the communi-

cation requirement is considered negligible. In the DAG
shown in Figure 1(a), the numbers in the circles repre-
sent the computational weights of the respective nodes
and the numbers on the edges represent the communica-
tion costs. In literature, several methods exist to make
good estimations of computational weights and commu-
nication costs in a DAG [9, 18].

Earliest start timeest(nj , P`) of a task nj ∈ N
for a processorP` ∈ P denotes the earliest time
that nj can start execution onP` , where P repre-
sents the set of homogeneous processors. Since a
task can only start execution when all of its inputs are
ready on a processor,est(nj , P`) can be computed
asmax{min{ft(np, P`), ft(np, Pk) + cp,j}} for each
parentnp of nj and Pk 6= P` where ft(np, Pk) de-
notes thefinish timeof task np on processorPk . If
np is not copied onPk , ft(np, Pk) is considered to be
infinity. Please note that, we assume all links in the in-
terprocessor network are contention free and processors
can compute and communicate simultaneously. Execu-
tion of a task does not necessarily start at itsest since
another task may be scheduled to execute at that time
slot on the same processor. For a tasknj scheduled
on processorP` , st(nj , P`) denotes thestart timeof
nj on P` . Note that, with non-preemptive execution of
tasks,ft(nj , P`) = st(nj , P`) + wj . If est(nj , P`) is
lower bounded due to a parentnp of nj which is not
scheduled onP` to finish beforest(nj , P`) , that parent
is called thecritical parentof nj for processorP` .

Schedule length (SL) is the most important perfor-
mance indicator of scheduling algorithms. It is defined
as SL = maxnj∈N ,P`∈P{ft(nj , P`)} . A widely used
metric to evaluate the schedule length is thenormalized
schedule length (NSL)[1]. NSL is defined as the ratio of
the parallel schedule length to the sum of the computa-
tional weights along the critical path, wherecritical path
is defined as the path from an entry task to an exit task,
along which the sum of the computational weights and
communication costs is maximum. Another metric is
the number of processors required by the generated par-
allel schedules. This metric measures how efficiently an
algorithm utilizes the processors in scheduling the tasks.

4 The Algorithm
In the following subsections, the two main phases

of the Duplication-based Scheduling Algorithm Using
Partial Schedules (DUPS) and their relationship are de-
scribed in more detail.

4.1 minSL: Minimizing the Schedule Length
TheminSLalgorithm exploits the assumption that an

infinite number of processors are available, by creating
a minimized partial schedule for each task on a separate
processor. Basically, each task is first scheduled on a
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Figure 1. (a) DAG (b) Initializing n7 (c) Duplicating n1 on P7 . (d) Duplicating n5 on P7 .

Algorithm 1 minSL
1: schedule each entry taskns on a new processorPs

with st(ns, Ps)← 0
2: while there are unscheduled tasksdo
3: nt ← a randomly chosen task whose parents’

partial schedules have been determined
4: if nt is a non-join taskthen
5: copy its parent’s (np ) partial schedule toPt

and setst(nt, Pt)← ft(np, Pt)
6: else
7: st(nt, Pt)← est(nt, Pt)
8: ni ← nt andnc ← critical parent ofni

9: while nc existsand (SLt,current− idle time
on Pt) + wc < SLt,best do

10: computeest(nc, Pt) and schedulenc on Pt

11: put tasks scheduled afternc into rList
12: sort tasks in therList and reschedule onPt

13: if SLt,current < SLt,best then
14: Pt,best ← Pt,current

15: find the critical childni and critical tasknc

new processor, then its parents (and parents of parents
etc.) are duplicated on that processor one by one until
there is no potential improvement by further duplication.
Since each tasknj ’s partial schedule will be constructed
on a new processorPj , we will also usePj to denote
the partial schedule ofnj . Although this scheme re-
quires as many processors as the number of tasks, the
second phase of theDUPSalgorithm will minimize the
processor requirement by maintaining the achievedSL
at this phase.

minSLalgorithm (Algorithm 1) starts with schedul-
ing each of the entry tasks on a new processor. Then, the
partial schedules of the remaining tasks are constructed
one by one. In step 3, one of tasks whose parents have

already been scheduled is randomly selected as thetar-
get task(nt ), which is the task whose partial schedule
will be constructed next. Ifnt is a non-join task, the
best partial schedule can be obtained by duplicating its
parent’s partial schedule onto a new processorPt , called
thetarget processor, and schedulingnt to start immedi-
ately after its parent (step 5).

If the target task is a join task, first it is scheduled on a
new processorPt to start at itsest in step 7. Thennt ’s
partial schedule is tried to be improved by duplicating
tasks ontoPt (steps 9-15). The next task to be dupli-
cated onPt is called thecritical task nc , which is the
critical parent of thecritical child ni , chosen among the
tasks scheduled onPt . In step 8, we setni to nt and
nc becomes the critical parent ofnt . Please note that at
the current moment the only way to improve the partial
schedulePt is duplicating critical parent ofnt on Pt .

Duplication of nc onto Pt can create a potential
improvement (step 9) only if the sum of the computa-
tional weights onPt after duplication is smaller than the
smallest partial schedule length obtained so far. If this
is the case,nc is scheduled to start either at the first idle
slot afterest(nc, Pt) or at st(ni, Pt) , whichever is ear-
lier (step 10). Afternc is scheduled, all tasks that were
scheduled to start after its start time, includingni , are
pushed into therList for rescheduling in order to avoid
any overlaps and to utilize the idle slots better (step 11).
Sincenc may also be the critical parent of some tasks
scheduled onPt other thanni , those tasks may now
start earlier as well. Sometimes such tasks can start ear-
lier than the tasks scheduled to start before themselves
in the previous iteration. Therefore, in step 12, the tasks
in the rList are sorted with respect to theirest ’s on Pt

to allow each task to start as early as possible. While do-
ing that the precedence of each previousnc to its ni is
preserved to make sure that they will not again become a
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critical child and parent pair for the same partial sched-
ule. Furthermore, any duplicate ofnc in the rList is re-
moved. This situation only occurs if currentnc was also
the critical task for a previous critical child and hence it
had been duplicated onPt ; but it had been scheduled to
start after currentni . Sincenc will be scheduled be-
fore currentni in the current iteration, that copy ofnc

becomes redundant.

Tasks in therList are rescheduled onPt such that if
a task’sest on Pt is earlier than the finish time of the
task scheduled just before itself, it is scheduled at the
finish time of that task; otherwise, it is scheduled at its
est . If the duplication results in a better partial schedule
than the best obtained so far, it is saved as the best partial
schedule in step 14.

After the first pass of the loop in steps 9-15, partial
schedulePt may be improved by duplicating the critical
parent of a task scheduled onPt . Here,minSLchooses
the critical child (ni ) as the latest starting task onPt

that starts at itsest and has a critical parent. The ratio-
nale behind this choice is that the tasks scheduled to start
after the critical childni start later than theirest , and
they can start earlier if an idle time slot can be created
just before their start time. However, sinceni already
starts at itsest , it cannot start earlier onPt and blocks
those tasks unless its critical parent is duplicated onPt

to improve itsest . Clearly, the choice of the task to be
replicated is an heuristic decision. We have also exper-
imented duplicating the critical parents of non-critical
children and observed that it usually did not improve or
slightly improved the schedule.

For the sample DAG displayed in Figure 1(a), con-
sider the scheduling of taskn7 . Sincen7 is a join task,
at step 7 of Algorithm 1, it is initialized to start at itsest ,
which is 17, on a new processorP7 (Figure 1(b)). Since
the sum of current computational weights and the com-
putational weight of the critical taskn1 (SLt,current−
idle time onP7 + w1 = 4) is less than the best sched-
ule length so far (20); there is a potential to improve the
schedule. Hencen7 ’s critical parentn1 is duplicated
on P7 (Figure 1(c)). Sincen7 is the only task aftern1

on P7 , it is inserted into therList and rescheduled, re-
sulting a new best schedule length of 18. Then,n7 and
n5 become the next critical child and the critical task re-
spectively (step 15).n5 is duplicated onP7 to start its
est (7) and bothn1 andn7 are inserted into therList.
Finally they are rescheduled onP7 resulting a new best
partial schedule of length 15 (Figure 1(d)).

In the next iteration,nc becomesn6 with an est of
7. However, taskn5 is already scheduled to start at that
time on P7 , therefore,n6 is scheduled at the first idle
slot after itsest (Figure 2(a)). Note that at the end of
this iterationSL did not improve. However, the algo-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. (a) Duplicating n6 on P7 (b) Du-
plicating n4 on P7 (c) Partial schedule on
P7 if n0 is duplicated

rithm does not stop here, since the schedule can still po-
tentially be improved as it will be in the next iteration
whenn4 becomesnc and its duplication result in a new
best partial schedule of length 13 (Figure 2(b)). Please
note that after the duplication and sorting,n6 was able
to start beforen5 which allowedSL to improve by 1
compared to the case wheren5 is forced to start be-
fore n6 . After this point, duplication of the next crit-
ical task n3 would not improveSL and the schedule
on P7 is stored as the partial schedule of taskn7 . Note
that althoughminSLstops here, as mentioned earlier it is
possible to improve the schedule by duplicating a parent
(n0 ) of a non-critical child (n1 ), as displayed in Fig-
ure 2(c). Our algorithm chooses not to search for such
cases, because the high runtime cost do not amortize the
negligible improvements.

4.2 minNP: Minimizing the Number of Proces-
sors Used

TheminNPalgorithm tries to minimize the number of
processors required by the schedule generated byminSL
without degrading the achieved schedule length.minNP
consists of subsequent calls to two subroutines. First,
redundant partial schedules are discarded byelimProcs,
then the remaining ones are merged, as much as possi-
ble, bymergeSchedules.

elimProcs(Algorithm 2) checks whether a task is du-
plicated on a partial schedule other than its own to finish
early enough such that it can fulfill the dependency re-
quirements of its children. If it is, task’s partial schedule
is discarded and its duplicates on other partial schedules
are shifted to later idle slots as much as possible to re-
lax the latest finish time (lft ) constraints of the task’s
parents.lft of a task is defined as the time that at least
one of its duplicates should finish execution so that its
children will receive data before their start time.

In elimProcs, all processors are considered one by
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Algorithm 2 elimProcs
1: for all Pt with non-increasingSLt orderdo
2: if target tasknt on Pt is an exit taskthen
3: lft(nt)← SL ; fixed(nt)← Pt

4: else
5: Dt = {P`|(nt, nd) ∈ E and ft(nt, P`) >

st(nd, P`)}
6: tk ← start time of the next task afternt on Pk

7: if Dt = ∅ then
8: P ← P − {Pt}
9: else

10: lft(nt)←minP`∈Dt{st(nd, P`)−ct,d}
11: if lft(nt) ≥ ft(nt, P`) for P` ∈ P such

that SL` > SLt

and minPk∈(P−{Pt}){tk−ft(nt, Pk)} =
t` − ft(nt, P`) then

12: Pc ← P` ; P ← P − {Pt}
13: else
14: Pc ← Pt

15: fixed(nt)← Pc

16: ft(nt, Pk)← tk for all Pk ∈ P − {Pc}
17: ft(nt, Pc)← min{tc, lft(nt)}

one in non-increasing partial schedule length in order to
ensure that a task is always considered after its children.
One duplicate of each task finishing no later than thelft
is fixed on the processor it is scheduled and not allowed
to finish later than itslft . Each task is fixed on at most
one processor, and arrayfixed is used to keep track of
the processors where each task is fixed. There is nolft
restriction on the remaining duplicates.

If the target tasknt , the task that its partial schedule
is created on the processorPt , is an exit task, it is sched-
uled to finish atSL andfixedon Pt (step 3). For a non-
exit nt on the other hand, first the processors hosting
its dependent children are found in step 5. If there is no
such child,Pt is no longer needed (step 8). Otherwise,
lft(nt) is calculated considering all dependent children
nd . Then, it is checked whether a duplicate ofnt on
P` 6= Pt starts beforelft(nt) . In such a case,P` is
labeled as thecandidate processorPc . If there are more
than one such duplicates, ties are broken by choosing the
processor on which the idle time immediately afternt is
the smallest. If noPc is found,Pt is labeled asPc . In
step 15,nt is fixed onPc so that it cannot be scheduled
to finish afterlft(nt) on Pc in later steps.

In step 16, all duplicates ofnt except the one onPc

are shifted to finish at the start time of the next task after
each of them. The duplicate onPc is scheduled to finish
at the smaller oflft(nt) and the start time of the next
task onPc .

An example DAG and the partial schedules after

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) DAG (b) Partial schedules after
the minSLalgorithm

minSLis given in Figure 3.minNPstarts with consid-
ering P5 which is the longest partial schedule. Since
n5 and similarlyn4 andn3 are exit tasks, they are sim-
ply shifted to finish atSL . For the next longest partial
schedule,P2 , it is checked if there is a dependent child
that requires the partial schedule ofn2 . In this example,
n2 is duplicated before its children on all relevant pro-
cessors, therefore it has no dependent child andP2 is
discarded. The duplicates ofn2 are shifted to later slots
as shown in Figure 4(a). By the same argument, partial
schedule ofn1 is also discarded (Figure 4(b)).

The situation is different forn0 since n2 on P4 is
a dependent child ofn0 and lft(n0) is 5 due to this
child. Out of the two duplicates ofn0 on processorsP3

and P5 both of which finish earlier thanlft(n0) , the
one onP5 is chosen as the candidate since the idle time
following n0 is the smallest onP5 . As a result,n0 is
fixed onP5 andP0 is discarded. The resulting schedule
is shown in Figure 4(c).

Further reduction in the number of processors can be
achieved by merging the partial schedules by utilizing
the idle slots. ThemergeSchedulessubroutine (Algo-
rithm 3) designed for this purpose considers two pro-
cessors at a time in non-increasingSL order and tries
to merge the tasks on these processors without violat-
ing any dependency constraints. Before merging be-
gins,data send time (dst ), the time that all children of
a task finishes receiving data from the task is calculated.
dst will be used to remove redundant duplicates during
merging.

Out of the two processors being considered, the one
having the longer (shorter)SL is labeled asP`(Ps) .
A merged schedule is constructed on a temporary pro-
cessorPm , which is filled back to front, by consider-
ing tasks one by one. To keep track of the start time
of the last scheduled task, a countert is initialized to
SL in step 4. Next, the latest starting unconsidered non-
redundant (with adst larger thant ) task from P` or
Ps is picked as the next task to be merged (nm ) by the
pickTasksubroutine. IfPm becomes infeasible at any
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. (a) Shifting n2 (b) Shifting n1 (c) After elimProcs(d) After mergeSchedules

Algorithm 3 mergeSchedules

1: dst(ni)← lft(ni) + maxnj{ci,j} ∀(ni, nj) ∈ E
2: for all P` with non-increasingSL` orderdo
3: for all Ps starting from the one afterP` in non-

increasingSLs orderdo
4: t← SL
5: while nm ← pickTask(P`, Ps ) do
6: if nm is fixed onP` or Ps then
7: ft(nm, Pm)← min{lft(nm), t}
8: else
9: ft(nm, Pm)← t

10: t← st(nm, Pm)← ft(nm, Pm)− wm

11: if t < 0 then
12: merge is not feasible; skipPs

13: else
14: for all parentsnp of nm which has no

unconsidered duplicate onP` or Ps do
15: if st(nm, Pm) < lft(np) + cp,m then
16: merge is not feasible; skipPs

17: P` ← Pm ; P ← P − {Ps}
18: fix tasks previously fixed onPs on P`

point, merging the current processor pair is canceled and
the next pair is considered. If two schedules are merged
without any dependency problems,Pm is stored asP`

and Ps is discarded (step 17). Moreover, any task that
was previously fixed onPs is fixed onP` . In the exam-
ple displayed in Figure 4, partial schedulesP3 and P4

are merged and the resulting schedule is stored asP4

whereasP3 is discarded (Figure 4(d)).

After nm is selected, it is tentatively scheduled on
Pm and the feasibility of the schedule is checked. If
nm is fixed onP` or Ps , it is scheduled to finish at the
minimum of lft(nm) and t (step 7). Otherwise, it is
scheduled to finish att . If this makes the start time
of nm negative then schedule is infeasible (step 12).
We also need to verify ifst(nm, Pm) is larger than
est(nm, Pm) . Here, when computing theest , we do not
consider the parents duplicated onP` or Ps and have
not been scheduled ontoPm yet. Clearly such parents

will be scheduled beforenm on Pm (recall that we are
filling Pm back-to-front). However, if data from any of
the parents that will not be duplicated onPm arrives af-
ter the scheduled start time ofnm , againPm becomes
infeasible (steps 14-16).

minNP algorithm can be used to increase the effi-
ciency of other scheduling algorithms with some mod-
ification in elimProcs. In the current form,elimProcs
exploits the structure of the partial schedules generated
by minSL, and it discards a processorPi if a duplicate
of ni on another processor can provideni ’s output to
its dependent children in a timely manner. Since sched-
ules generated by other algorithms are not guaranteed to
have such a structure,elimProcsshould be altered. In
the modifiedminNPalgorithm,MminNP, elimProcsis
changed such that thelft calculation and task shifting
steps are done in separate loops for a more accuratelft
computation. The duplicate of each task starting clos-
est to itslft is fixed, and non-fixed tasks are shifted to
later slots on the other processors. ThemergeSchedules
subroutine is used without any modification.

5 Experimental Results

We evaluated the performance of the proposed DUPS
algorithm on random DAGs and compared to the CPFD
algorithm [1]. We also appliedMminNP, to the out-
put of CPFD to investigate the reduction in the num-
ber of processors used. This version of CPFD is called
CPFD+MminNP.

The parameters of interest are the number of tasks
(N ), communication to computation ratio (CCR), and
the number of parent tasks (p ) to control the number
of dependencies. In the generated DAGs,N varies
between 50 and 550, CCR between 0.1 and 10, and
p between 2 and 10. For each parameter set 14 ran-
dom DAGs are generated, resulting in 2520 DAGs. We
have implemented both DUPS and CPFD using C++
and compiled using GNU gcc 3.2. All experiments are
carried out on a Linux box equipped with 2.8GHz Pen-
tium IV CPU and 512MB memory.

Due to lack of space we are only presenting the aver-
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Figure 5. Average NSL while varying number of tasks, CCR and number of parents.

Figure 6. Average number of processors while varying number of tasks, CCR and number of
parents.

age performance results in this paper. Detailed results
for different values of DAG parameters can be found
in [5]. NSL and the processor requirement of the sched-
ules generated by DUPS, CPFD and CPFD+MminNP
algorithms are presented in Figures 5-6. The results
indicate that, the NSL of the schedules by DUPS and
CPFD are very close to each other where DUPS is
marginally (0.34%) better. Furthermore, the number of
processors required by DUPS is only 37% of what is re-
quired by CPFD. Similarly, the processor requirement
of CPFD+MminNP is 45% of CPFD. It is expected that
as N increases,SL would also increase. However it
is important thatSL scale well with the change inN .
Results illustrate that DUPS scales well both in terms of
NSL and the number of processors used.

CCR is defined as the ratio of the average communi-
cation cost to the average computation cost in a DAG.
The larger the CCR, the more important the commu-
nication costs become in scheduling. If on the aver-
age, communication takes considerably larger amount
of time than computation, i.e. if CCR is large, the pro-
cessors tend to be idle for a larger amount of time. The
reason is that the child tasks have to wait until all the data
from their parents are communicated before their execu-
tion can start. Therefore scheduling algorithms usually
suffer more with larger CCR. Figure 6 displays that both
CPFD and DUPS suffer with large CCR and the perfor-
mance improvement of DUPS over CPFD is not signif-
icant in terms of NSL. The difference in the number of

processors used for DUPS and CPFD+MminNP is the
largest when CCR is around 1.0 to 5.0 and it is relatively
smaller at the extreme cases of CCR (0.1 and 10.0).

The final parameter of interest is the average num-
ber of parents of the tasks. LetE be number of edges
in the DAG. Thenp can be computed asp = E

N . As
E increases for a constantN , each task will depend
on a larger number of tasks which may complicate the
scheduling problem. The effect of this parameter has not
been investigated thoroughly in previous related stud-
ies. Our experiments demonstrated that NSL does not
change considerably withp . This result can be inter-
preted as the change inSL is highly correlated with the
change in the sum of the computation costs along the
critical path, therefore increase inSL with p is pro-
portional to this sum. On the other hand, the processor
requirement decreases slightly as the number of depen-
dencies increase. The reason is that, increasingSL with
p , results in larger time slots to be utilized on the proces-
sors. Thus, tasks can fit on a smaller number of proces-
sors. Please also refer to [5] for detailed experimental
results.

The run time comparison of DUPS and CPFD as well
as the run time of DUPS phases and MminNP are shown
in Figure 7. Please note that we have coded both al-
gorithms for correct functionality but did not optimize
them for run time. The results show that DUPS has a
smaller run time although both algorithms have the same
time complexity ofO(N4) . CPFD schedules each task
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Figure 7. Runtime comparison of
CPFD+MminNP and DUPS

on all processors that contain any of its parents before
choosing the best processor to schedule the task. On the
contrary, in DUPS, only a single partial schedule is con-
structed for each task, thus avoiding several scheduling
attempts to find the best choice.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The schedules produced by the proposed DUPS algo-

rithm has been shown to require only 37% of the number
of processors required by the well known CPFD algo-
rithm while achieving the same schedule length on the
average. We also applied the second phase of the pro-
posed algorithm after CPFD. The results showed that we
were able to reduce the processor requirement of CPFD
to its 45%, however, still considerably larger than that of
DUPS.

Testing DUPS on real world applications and com-
paring it with algorithms that aim to optimize different
metrics are included in our future work plan. We also
plan to generalize the algorithm to suit for problems with
tighter constraints.
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